
WELCOME TO

COPENHAGEN
Due to our sutainable profile we do not offer printed brochures 
and city maps but you have access to everything online.

Copenhagen Convention Bureau offers a wide variety of online 
services for international congress delegations. Please find ge-
neral tourism advice, guides to the city, top app suggestions and 
restaurant recommendations on our website. and in this e-book. 

You are always welcome to contact us if you are in any need for 
specific knowledge about Copenhagen. 

Visitcopenhagen.com
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Danes rank 
among the world’s 
most happy 
people. 
And in Copenhagen, you’ll learn why. The buzzing capital mixes royal 
history and modern architecture with sustainable living and a booming 
restaurant scene. Constantly evolving, it can be hard to know exactly 
what to see and do (and when) - but we’re here to help you get the best 
of Copenhagen. 

Things to do in Copenhagen

Get inspired and discover Copenhagen’s classic tourist attractions, 
palaces, hidden gems and much more that’ll inspire you to go out and 
explore Copenhagen.

Some sights and attractions are almost synonymous with Copenhagen. 
We’ve gathered them here. Most are within walking distance from 
the city centre and you are free to pick and choose between the 
Copenhagen classics. With a Copenhagen Card, you’ll have access to 
more than 80 attractions. 

Copenhagen is a great city for art lovers and home to internationally ac-
knowledged art museums, and also boasts some fantastic themed and 
historic museums. Here are the best of the lot; some in the lush outskirts of 
the city and others smack dap in the midst of it all.



Tour the neighbourhoods 
with the locals.
Let some of Copenhagen’s experts on gastronomy, culture and 
urban development explain just what it is that makes their beloved 
city unique in its own great-tasting, creative and beautiful way. 

Many more uniquely different areas make up the city of 
Copenhagen. Explorer through the link above and figure out where 
you want to head out for an authentic Copenhagen experience 
among the locals. 

Check out some of our favourite streets in Copenhagen here.
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Go Green: A Sustainable 
Guide To Copenhagen

Get to know the green and sustainable Copenhagen and how 
you can make the most eco-friendly choices when visiting. In 
Copenhagen, we take sustainability seriously in everything from 
urban development and architecture to how we eat and transport 
ourselves with a clean conscience. Copenhagen officially aims to 
become the first carbon-neutral capital by 2025.

We want you to be a part of that journey. This guide helps you 
make sustainable choice while showcasing the things that make 
Copenhagen a green and liveable city. Read our guide here.
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The World’s Best Cyclists 
in the Worlds Bike City

Le Tour de France in Copenhagen! Even the fastest local cyclists 
will face serious competition as Copenhagen will host the start of 
the Tour in 2022. As some of the most bike-loving people on the 
planet, we’re beyond excited to welcome the world’s best riders 
and the world’s biggest race to the world’s best bike city. 

Every day, 49% of Copenhageners commute to work or studies on 
a bike. Biking is simply the logical choice and an integral part of 
every kid’s upbringing. If you want to know why that is please read 
more here.
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Please Get In Touch

Katrine Ravn

Jr. manager, Copenhagen CVB

E: ker@woco.dk 

If you are in any need of specific recommendati-
ons or advise about Copenhagen don’t hesitate 
to get in touch.

Visitcopenhagen.com

or

Copenhagencvb.com


